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Dear Ambassador Haley,
Thank you for your letter of 20 June 2018 explaining the United States’ reasoning for withdrawing from the United
Nations (UN) Human Rights Council. While we regret your decision – and hope that the United States will reconsider its
position – we welcome the opportunity to respond.
As the main UN body on human rights, the Council has been responsive to crises and situations of chronic human
suffering – including setting up investigative teams to look into abuses in Myanmar, Syria and Yemen. More than that, it
allows victims and survivors of violations to take comfort in the knowledge that what happened to them will not be
forgotten.
However, as you have pointed out, the Council is not without its flaws, just like the UN Security Council and other bodies
of which the USA remains a member. Amnesty International firmly believes the way to tackle the range of issues facing
the Council is for states to provide strong and principled leadership to enable it to promote and protect human rights
effectively.
It is unfortunate that rather than engage in reforming the Council from within, where you could make a difference, the
United States instead chose to make a grand exit while attacking the credibility of the very institution it has helped
strengthen in the past.
To make cooperation with non-governmental organizations conditional on their alignment to the United
States’ policies and views contradicts the values that the United States has traditionally espoused at the UN.
Engaging only with those who agree with you would surely leave you with an ever-shrinking group of people to talk
to.
There have been many times when the United States has been a strong ally on human rights issues. We look forward to
co-operating with its government and officials as we have done for decades, with the understanding that our differences
should not deviate from our common efforts toward achieving the higher aim of preventing atrocities, protecting all human
rights, and fulfilling humanity’s aspirations for secure livelihoods and for freedom.
Yours sincerely,

Salil Shetty
Secretary General
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